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ABSTRACT:
This paper aimed to review and analysis of current literature, based on the complex evaluation of the publications in the available national and international literature, related to hospital patient safety culture. A literature review was conducted via searching the MEDLINE, PubMed, Google Scholar and Sofia Central Medical Library electronic databases. Relevant publications were also retrieved from the paper based collection at the Medical University in Plovdiv, using the “de visu” approach. “Patient safety”, “safety culture”, “hospital safety culture”, “prevention of medical errors”, “patient safety reporting system” and “medical error” served as search keywords. The study selection identified a total of 224 surveys. Finally, only 21 articles were examined and discussed in the review. The current literature review shows the need to develop and maintain a positive patient safety culture in the healthcare settings in Bulgaria. It requires amendments to the existing regulations, the introduction of uniform taxonomy, universal measuring instruments of patient safety culture and registration of medical errors in healthcare settings.
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INTRODUCTION:
The history of the terms “safety” and later “safety culture” dates back to ancient times. However, the issue of safety still remains a focus of attention in our century of developed technology and industry. In a broader aspect, safety culture has a complex meaning and in the field of healthcare, it is defined as acknowledged individual and group values, concepts, perceptions, competencies and behavioral models aimed at achievement of patient safety within the healthcare system [1, 2]. In the 1990s, successful safety measures were implemented in most well developed high risk industries as aviation, nuclear energy, shipping and chemical industries. Similar approaches were also introduced to healthcare services. Patient safety is a main determinant of the quality of healthcare services. Patient safety culture is strongly related to organizational culture, specific of healthcare. Within the system culture, different professional categories (doctors, nurses, etc.) have different perceptions of patient safety [3]. Healthcare services are considered apriori safe, otherwise they would not be able to provide care and treatment to patients and hospital mortality rates would reach unacceptable rates. In the complex world of healthcare, the existence of medical errors has been acknowledged by experts all over the world for many years. However, public attention was drawn to the subject, following the report published by the Institute of Medicine, named “To err is human” [4]. Over the last couple of decades, worldwide, patient safety and improvement of quality of healthcare services have become a priority [4, 5]. The concept of safety culture and its existence in the medical facilities is related to the process of disclosure of medical errors [6, 7]. Identification of the basic causal factors or factors that underlie medical errors has contributed substantially to the enhancement of patient safety [8]. Worldwide experience has provided evidence that registration of medical errors and adverse events vary widely, thus creating confusion among experts, health professionals and policy makers [9, 10, 11]. The most important causal factor for it, is the lack of standardized and uniform taxonomy, related to patient safety worldwide [10]. It is true that various definitions of the basic terms – medical errors and adverse events often results in mistakes and omissions in information collection and analysis, making its comparison on a national and international level difficult [12,13]. The various methods for information collection, registration and patient selection and the different Reporting Systems for Patient Safety Incidence (RSPS), are among the important causal factors as well. For this reason, in order to estimate the actual incidence of medical errors and adverse events, clear, objective definitions are needed, alongside with valid measurement instruments. Plenty of examples of different organizations and different activities related to patient safety exist all over the world [14]. However, regardless of the presence of dozens of valid and standardized instruments to measure patient safety culture and the existence of different National Reporting Systems for Patient Safety (RSPS), in Bulgaria, despite recommendations by the European Union (EU), these are lacking [7, 15]. The need to improve patient safety culture
has to be acknowledged by everyone all over the world. It requires both: transformation of how health professionals currently care for patients and a continuous state of alert for patient safety in healthcare facilities.

OBJECTIVE:
The aim of the present study is to provide a thorough review, and critical analysis of the available specialized literature in the field of patient safety in an attempt to answer the research question whether patient safety culture exists in healthcare organizations in Bulgaria.

REVIEW RESULTS:
Research strategy
An electronic search of the MEDLINE, PubMed, Google Scholar and Central Medical Library (Medical University Sofia) databases was conducted. Paper-based issues at the Library of the Medical University in Plovdiv were reviewed using the visual approach, with manual searches of the bibliographies of included articles and the key journals. Our strategy was to search relevant articles in two languages: English and Bulgarian and covered all studies published on the topic until now. Data screening, data extractions and data appraising of the included articles were the main steps in conducting the review.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Two authors (RD, ID) independently reviewed the content of each survey to identify and select studies on the topic of interest, using inclusion and exclusion criteria. Any disagreement between them was resolved in a discussion session. On the basis of inclusion and exclusion criteria, valid and reliable conclusions regarding the topic could be drawn. It was performed prior to the literature search in order to minimize the possibility of bias. Inclusion criteria: all articles relevant to the topic including keywords as “patient safety”, “safety culture”, “hospital safety culture”, “prevention of medical error”, “patient safety reporting system” and “medical error”. Exclusion criteria: lack of open access to full text articles. Two languages, English and Bulgarian, were used in data searching.

The study selection identified a total of 224 surveys. Finally, 35 sources met the preliminarily specified eligibility criteria: to answer the research question of interest. The articles were classified as follows: 4 articles related to e-health and EU legislation, 7 – to medication safety, 6 – to self-treatment with antibiotics, 6 – to legislation relating to health and safety in Bulgarian healthcare settings, 8 – to errors in medical and dental practices and 4 – related to Management and Information Communication System Technology (ICT). At a later stage: 3 books and 3 dissertations related to patient safety as well as to the medico-legal and social consequences of errors in medical practice were included. The entire selection process design is shown in Figure 1. Finally, only 21 articles were examined and discussed in the review.

Fig. 1. Design of selection process work flow.
In our literature, a classification framework for medical errors has been proposed, based on their causal factors [20]. International researchers have put forward similar classification frameworks for medical errors [23]. Unfortunately, in Bulgaria, so far, serious results regarding health legislation as well as amendments to the existing health regulations in the field of this delicate issue have not been achieved [24]. According to the Bulgarian Laws, “doctors’ error” is not a legal term. Only a number of authors and the Medical Audit Agency (entitled to control providers regarding quality and patient safety) provide their own definitions of the terms medical and “doctors’ errors”, despite the lack of clear differentiation between the two and the fact that their meaning and content often overlap [16, 19, 24]. Some authors based on analysis of legislation and specialized literature conclude, that no practical measures and strategies aimed at improving quality and safety of medical care have been developed [24, 25]. In our available literature, good practice results and adequate decisions regarding improvement of patient safety culture are lacking. On the contrary, positive results in this area have been achieved in other countries [22, 26]. One of our prominent authors in this field, explores the main reasons why patient safety has not yet been adopted as a priority in Bulgarian health policy. The author also proposes a number of activities to be considered from policymakers, health managers and the community. The researcher lists the most important causal factors: lack of relevant institutions, lack of structured system for collecting and analyzing data related to medical errors, existence of blame culture in hospitals and lack of systemic approach [7]. In the reviewed literature, the need for amendments to the existing regulations in order to improve legal medical expertise is stressed [16, 27]. Recommendations of: how to improve medical professionals’ knowledge of deontology and how to improve the existing legal framework have been proposed [16]. Furthermore, other studies with a legal focus, stress the importance of modern methods of solving disputes between patients or their relatives and medical professional outside the courtroom for example mediation. Unfortunately, they do not offer strategies to prevent medical errors and ways to aid medical professionals to avoid malpractice suits [22, 28]. On the other hand, some authors emphasize the positive aspects of mediation as a very useful and efficient way to resolve dispute, especially between patients and physicians/providers of health care. Mediation is very common in the USA in cases of medical malpractice suits: there only 10-15% of legal disputes reach trial and the average time spent on mediation range from 1 to 4.5 hours compared to 36 hours preparation of the attorney before the trial. On the contrary, in Bulgaria, mediation in healthcare is rare, regardless of the fact, that this model was first accepted in 2004 [28].

In international research works, a substantial amount of valid instruments to measure safety culture have been described, and various systems for patient safety reporting have been proposed [10]. In other countries, leadership in
the field of patient safety have been introduced, focused on creating “culture of trust” and “blame-free environmental”, thus promoting the concept “never accept that harm cannot be reduced” [2]. This results in continuous enhancement of patient safety in healthcare, based on the non-punishment approach, including reporting of errors alongside with proactive monitoring, incidence reporting and critical analysis [8]. Authors of the Linneus Project report that until 2015 in our country there are no: valid instruments for measurement of patient safety culture, no systems for registration of medical errors and guidelines for good medical practice [7, 19, 25, 26, 29].

Experience from other societies, similar to ours, show that much has to be done to create a positive patient safety culture [14]. However, in Bulgaria, so far, a number of research works have been conducted focused on patient safety. They offer originally developed questionnaires, unfortunately, results are not comparable to those from other countries [19, 30]. These studies document the negative attitude of health professionals towards the introduction of PSRS and the lack of trust and support by the hospital managers in reporting medical errors. These practices and attitudes in our healthcare system could be easily explained with the prevailing blame culture and presence of personal approach instead of: leadership with patient safety priority objective”, „open communication”, „mutuality, trust and honesty” and system approach in prevention of the medical errors [19, 30, 21]. Researchers specializing in similar areas have examined the level of knowledge of medical professionals in the field of patient safety culture as well as their perception of the importance of patient safety in modern clinical practice [30]. In the context of improving hospital patient safety culture, the author describes a number of techniques and models to assess and analyze risks related to patient safety. An algorithm has been proposed in order to identify analyze, assess and manage patient safety risks (accident probability). It is aimed at improvement of patient safety in the clinical practice [30]. Another study conducted among hospital managers document that the interviewed have a positive attitude and declare readiness to introduce the system for medical errors reporting if patients access to the system is limited [31]. Regarding patient access to ICT, hospital managers consider that patients should have the right to register complaints but should not be able to access the database [31, 32]. A useful step in the right direction was the completion of the intra-university Project No.11/2017 named: „Introduction of web-based platform for registration and assessment of level of patient safety in the healthcare facilities and conduction of a national representative survey” [33]. The aim of the project was the improvement of patient safety culture and the quality of medical care in healthcare settings in Bulgaria. Within the frame of the project, an original conceptual framework was developed and systematic classification of the basic terms related to safety culture was proposed. The system is well adapted to the specificity of the healthcare settings in Bulgaria. The terms undesirable event and medical error are clearly defined and differentiated [33]. The results of the study describe specific medical errors and their consequences as well as their main causal factors. It also illustrates the negative impact of the lack of system for registration of medical errors. Definitions of the terms doctors’ errors and medical errors are provided [25].

In a dissertation work, focused on the efficacy of the system for investigating and sanctioning medical errors, the existing system is rated as ineffective, non flexible and practically non functioning [21]. Other studies deal with the economic aspects of medical errors and their cost. One of these research works attempts to assess the additional costs related to compensations due to delivery of poor quality medical services, including medical errors [34].

A methodology for assessment of the cost of medical errors and an algorithm for their prevention are presented by Stoyanova et al. [35]. Our researchers introduce a unified information system for filing and assessing medical errors in healthcare system and offer a methodology for calculating the cost of medical malpractice claims [36]. Other publications examine patients attitudes and models of self-treatment with antibiotics as well as the attitudes of pharmacists towards dispensing antibiotics without prescription. The results indicate frequent violation of the regulations, restricting the free access to antibiotic, thus putting patients safety in danger [37, 38].

This review has some limitations. We recognize the existence of different types of biases in the process of conducting this systematic review during the selection, extraction and reporting of the studies. Time limitation and the lack of free access to ful-text relevant articles in Bulgarian and English in the investigated databases using keywords were also present. We could not claim to have covered all relevant publications as not all Bulgarian studies are available in the Electronic Databases.

CONCLUSION:

Patient safety culture is a complex multidimensional construct. In Bulgaria, its aspects need further investigation due to insufficient research in this area. In this review, an attempt is made to thoroughly analyze the current state of this issue, based on the complex evaluation of the publications in the available national and international literature. The current literature review shows the need to develop and maintain a positive patient safety culture in the healthcare settings in Bulgaria. It requires amendments to the existing regulations, the introduction of uniform taxonomy, universal measuring instruments of patient safety culture and registration of medical errors in healthcare settings. Summarizing the result, we would like to mention a number of initiatives, that should be encouraged in the Bulgarian healthcare system:

- Creating a work environment, where patient safety culture is the main priority and among the most important organizational objectives;
- Introduction of information and communication system (ICT) for registration of and assessment of adverse events and medical errors (PSRS) at a national level;
- Introduction of patient safety programs;
- Introduction of instruments to measure patient safety culture.
safety culture in the existing regulations as an integral part of the required accreditation standards.
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